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Abstract. A geometric structure on a smooth «-manifold M is a maximal

collection of distinguished charts modeled on a 1-connected «-dimensional ho-

mogeneous space X of a Lie group G where coordinate changes are restrictions

of transformations from G . There exists a developing map de v. wm —► X

which is always locally a diffeomorphism. It is in general far from globally

being a diffeomorphism. We study the rigid property of developing maps of

(G, A'J-manifolds. As an application we shall classify closed conformally flat

manifolds M when the universal covering space M supports a one parameter

group of conformai transformations.

This paper is the sequel to [G-K]. The main result of this paper concerns

closed conformally flat manifolds of dimension greater than 2:

Theorem A. Let M be a closed conformally flat n-manifold where « > 2.

Suppose that the universal covering M posesses a complete conformai vector

field. Then there exists a finite sheeted covering space ofi M which is conformally

equivalent to a manifold in the following classes:

(1) the n-sphere S" ;
(2) aflat n-torus Tn ;

(3) a hyperbolic n-manifold 77"/T;

(4) a Hopf manifold Sx x S"~x ;

(5) aproduct Sx xHn~x/T where Hn~ /T is a hyperbolic (n- l)-manifold;

(6) a quotient S" - A/T where A c Sn'    is the limit set fior the conformai

holonomy group T c Conf(Sn ).

(Conformally homogeneous domain in the sphere have been classified by Kimel-

field [Ki]).

Recall that a geometric structure on a smooth «-manifold is a maximal col-

lection of charts modeled on a simply connected «-dimensional homogeneous

space X of a Lie group G whose coordinate changes are restrictions of trans-

formations from G. We call such a structure a (G, A')-structure. A manifold

with this structure is called a (G, A^-manifold.
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Suppose that a smooth connected «-manifold M admits a (G, X)-structure.

Then there exists a developing pair (ip, dev), where dev: M —> X is a

"structure-preserving" immersion and \p: nx(M) —> G is a homomorphism

(both unique up to elements of G). The group T = \p(nx(M)) is called

the holonomy group for M. Suppose that M is a closed connected (G, X)-

manifold. In [G-K] (cf. also [G]) we have shown that

Lemma B. Let A be a Y-invariant closed subset in X. Suppose that in the

complement ofi A in X there exists a component U which admits a Y-invariant

complete Riemannian metric. Then the developing map dev : V —> U on each

component V ofi dev~ (U) is a covering map.

This lemma can be used to obtain the above theorem by finding a geometric

A>sphere in S" such as A. Indeed we can prove the topological rigidity of

developing maps of (G, A^-manifolds as above when such A exists and is small

enough. On the other hand the above rigidity does not hold for k = n - I .

For example let M be a closed conformally flat «-manifold with Fuchsian

holonomy T (i.e., F is discrete and cocompact in SO(«, 1)). Then we can

show that its developing map is surjective unless M is conformally equivalent to

a hyperbolic «-manifold. In [G] such an example of conformally flat structure

has been constructed for a compact hyperbolic «-manifold. Consequently we

have the following result in general. (See (2.3.1).)

Theorem C. Let M be a closed conformally flat n-manifold. Suppose that the

holonomy group F lies in the subgroup SO(«, 1) ofi Conf(S"). Then M de-

composes into a union of complete hyperbolic n-manifolds with ideal boundary.

1.    (G , A')-MANIFOLDS

1.1. Suppose that a closed connected «-manifold M admits a (G, X)-

structure. Let (\p, dev) he a developing pair and F the holonomy group as

above.

Proof of Lemma B. Since dev is an immersion, N admits a nx(M) -invariant

Riemannian metric. Let il: M —y M be the covering projection. Put II(7V) =

W. There is an induced metric on W so that n : N —> W is a local isometry.

It suffices to show that W is complete.

Let p, pN, pw be the distance functions on 7, N, W respectively. Let

{wf be a Cauchy sequence in W. Since M is compact, there exists an ac-

cumulation point w in M for the sequence {wf. Choose a point w g M

with n(i&) = w . There exists a neighborhood U of w in M such that the

restrictions

IL U ^Yl(U),
(1)

' dev: U -^dev(U)

are homeomorphisms. We can assume that there is a number m > 0 such that
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for i > m

(2) w,eniU).

o

Let Bfp) (resp. Bfp) ) denote a closed (resp. open) metric ball of radius r > 0

about p gW ,

Br(p) = {xGW\pw(p,x)<r}.

Since {tu.} is Cauchy, to each integer « > 0 there exists an integer a(n) such

that pw(wi, Wj) < 1 for i,j> a(n). For x = wa{n) and r = ±,

(3) wt G Bfx)

for i > a(n).

By (2), for sufficiently small r (e.g., ¿ )

(4) Bfx) C U(U).

Now

(5) Bfx) C U.
o

For otherwise there is a point p in 5r(x) n dU where 9Î7 is the frontier of

U.

pw(x,Yl(p))<pN(x,p)<r.

By (4) it follows that Yl(p) G IntII(C/) while IK» G Yl(dU) = dYl(U),
because II is a homeomorphism of U onto 11(17). This contradiction proves

(5).
Let dev (Ac) = y . Since dev is a local isometry,

(6) dev(Bfx)) C Bfy).

Now 5 (y) is a closed metric ball in 7 and by hypothesis 7 is complete. Thus

Br(y) is compact (cf. [W, Theorem 2.8.8]) and by [W, Lemma 2.8.7], any two
o

points in Br(y) can be joined by a minimizing geodesic. Hence dev : Br(x) —►

dev(Br(x)) is an isometry, and it follows from (6) that

(7) dev(Bfx)) = Bfy).
o

In particular Bfx)  is compact.   If z € Bfx)  then there is a minimizing

geodesic between z and x , again by [W, Lemma 2.8.7]. Now

(8) Fl(Br(x)) = Br(x).

o o

To prove (8), suppose there exists a point z G Bfx) not in U(Br(x)). Let c

be a (smooth) curve between x and z in W. Let c' be a subarc of c between

x and the first contact to Fl(dBfx)). Since the arc c lies in n(7L.(x)), there

is a minimizing geodesic in TA1(B (x)) between x and the endpoint of c by the
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above remark. In particular the length L(c) > r. As L(c) > L(c'), it follows

that

r > pw(x, z) = infL(c) > r,

o o

a contradiction. Therefore U(Bfx)) = Bfx). By compactness of Br(x) and

(4), we obtain (8). Consequently Bfx) is compact and by (3) it follows that

the sequence {tu;} converges to some point in W. This completes the proof

of Lemma B.   D

(1.1.1) Proposition. Let A be a F-invariant closed subset ofi X with Hausdorff

dimension k < n-l. Suppose that the complement X-A admits a F-invariant

complete Riemannian metric.

(i) if k < « - 2, then dev : M —y X - A is a homeomorphism where A is

the limit set for F.

(ii) for n-2<k<n-l assume that either dev~x(A) = 0 or dev:

nx(M - dev~ (A)) —y nx(X - A) is surjective. Then dev: M —y X - A

is a covering map, or dev : M —y X - A is a homeomorphism.

Proof. Recall that if the Hausdorff dimension k is less than « - 1, then M -

dev~ (A) is connected [G-K]. Moreover if fc < « - 2, X-A is 1-connected.

Applying Lemma B, dev: M - dev~x(A) —y X - A is a covering map. As

above if k < « - 2 , dev : M - dev~x(A) —» X - A is a homeomorphism. If

n-2 < k < n-l then according to that dev~x(A) = 0 or dev~x(A) ^ 0 with

the surjectivity assumption it follows that dev : M -* X-A is a covering map or

dev : M - dev" (A) —► X - A is a homeomorphism. Since dev is an immersion

and k < « - 1 , for any point x in M there exists a neighborhood W of x in

M such that dev(W) n (X - A) =f 0. This implies that dev : M —y dev (M)

is injective. Hence F acts properly discontinuously on dev(M) which shows

that dev(M) n A = 0. Since it is known that F acts properly discontinuously

onl-A (cf. [Ku]), it follows that dev(M) = X-A.   a

(1.1.2) Proposition. Let A be a codimension l-submanifold of X such that

X-A consists of two simply connected components X , X_. Suppose that the

following conditions are satisfied: (i) each X+ (resp. X_ ) admits a F-invariant

complete Riemannian metric, (ii) if dev~x(A) ^ 0, then there exists a connected

set Y in dev~ (A) fior which dev(Y) is dense in A.

Then one ofi the following is true.

(a) dev is a homeomorphism of M onto either X+ or X_ .

(b) dev is a homeomorphism of M onto the dense subset dev(M) in X.

Proof. Since the sets X , A, X_ are each T-invariant, we have a nx(M)-

invariant decomposition of M ; namely, M = dev~ (Xf) u dev~ (A)

udev~x(X_). We may assume that dev~x(X ) ^ 0 If dev~x(A) = 0 then
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since M is connected M = dev~ (X+) and so dev: M -*■ X+ is a homeomor-

phism by the hypothesis (i) and Lemma B. Suppose that dev~x(A) ^ 0. Let

V+ be a component of dev" (X+). It follows from Lemma B that

(1.1.3) dev: V+ —► X+ is a homeomorphism.

The boundary of V+ in M, dV+ consists of a union of components in

dev~x(A). Let 7 be a connected set of dev~x(A) of the hypothesis (ii).

We can assume that 7 lies in a component of d Vt. The hypothesis that

dev(Y) = A implies that dV+ is a unique boundary component. Otherwise

dev: V+ —► X+ fails to be injective, contradicting (1.1.3). As dev~x(X_) ¿ 0,

there is a component V_ whose boundary contains 7. By the same argu-

ment as above dV_ is a unique boundary component of V_ . Since both d V+

and d V_  are smooth manifolds containing 7, it follows that dV  = dV_ .

Therefore we conclude that M = V+ u d V+ U V_ which is homeomorphic to

dev(M).   D

1.2. Let N be a (G, A^-manifold. The automorphism group of N denoted

by s/(N) is the group of diffeomorphisms of N which preserve the given

(G, A>structure. If M is a (G, X)-manifold, then nx(M) c sf(M) and

y/: nx(M) —» G extends to a continuous homeomorphism \p: sé(M) —y G.

(1.2.1) Proposition. Suppose « > 3 and let N be a simply connected n-

manifiold with a (G, Xfstructure. If there is a connected subgroup H ofsé' (N)

such that the orbit y/(H) • dev(x) = X - F where F is a finite set then

dev : N —> X - F is a homeomorphism.

This follows easily if one notices the following. Let 77 be a connected sub-
group of sf(N). The restriction to the orbit, dev : Hx —► ip(H) ■ dev(x) is

a covering map since dev is a local homeomorphism. Also X - F is simply

connected as n > 3 .

2. Applications to conformal geometry

2.1. The following gives a sufficient condition for the existence of complete

metrics which we will use in the context of Lemma B (cf. [Ka]). The following

gives a sufficient condition for the existence of complete metrics (cf. [Ka]).

(2.1.1) Lemma. Let S be a geometric (k - Ifsphere in S" for 1 < k <

«. Then the complement S" - S " is conformally equivalent to the Rie-

mannian product H x Sn~ for which the group of conformal transformations

Conf(,S ; S ) of S preserving S is isomorphic to the group ofisometries

Iso(H*) x Iso(S"~*) = SO(k ,l)xO(n-k+l).
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2.2. Discreteness criteria and structure of closed conformally flat manifolds.

(2.2.1) Theorem. Suppose that the holonomy group F of a closed conformally

flat n-manifold M leaves invariant a geometric (k - lfsphere: S ~x for 1 <

k < n — 1. Then:

(i) if k < n - 2 then F is discrete and M is conformally equivalent to

S" - L(F)/F where L(F) c Sk~x is the limit set for F.

(ii) if k = n-l then according to whether L(F) is a proper subset of Sn~2

or L(F) = Sn~ , M is conformally equivalent to S" - L(F)/F or a

Riemannian manifold of nonpositive sectional curvature Hn~x xRx /n.

In the latter case nx (M) = n has a group extension l-»Z->^^r-> 1

and either F is discrete in SO(« - 1, 1) x 0(2) orf = F- SO(2).

Proof. S" - S ~x is connected for 1 < k < n — 1 and admits a T-invariant

complete Riemannian metric by (2.1.1). For k = n-l, Sn-Sn~ =H"-1x,S1 .

If dev'x(Sn~2) ¿0 then devt : nx(M - dev'xiSn~2)) -» nfS" - Sn~2) « Z

is surjective because dev is a local homeomorphism and ( 1.1.1 ) implies. When

dev~xiS"~ ) = 0, M is isometric to a (complete) Riemannian product H"-1 x

R1. It follows that M^Hn~xxRx/n where nfM) « n c SO(«-l, l)x£(l).

In this case it is easy to see that either F is discrete in SO(« - 1, 1) x 0(2) or

indiscrete and F = F ■ S0(2) (cf. [Ka]).   D

2.3. Conformally flat structures with special holonomy. The holonomy group

T of a closed conformally flat «-manifold M is called special if F lies in the

subgroup S0(«, 1) of Conf(S") « S0(«+1, 1). As Sn-S"~x = WxS0, there

is the S0(«, 1 )-invariant decomposition S" =Hn+l)S"~ UH" where H" and

H^. are mutually conjugate. Let P: M —► M be the canonical projection. Put

M+ = Pidev~xiH"+)), M_ = Pidev~xiHn_)), MR = Pidev~xiSn~x)). Define

the R"~'-decomposition: M = M+ UMR U M_ . The following is derived from

Lemma B and (2.1.1) (cf. [G]).

(2.3.1) Theorem. Let M be a closed conformally flat n-manifold with special

holonomy. Suppose that M = M+llMRuM_ is the Rn~x-decomposition. Then

each component of M+ or M_ is a complete hyperbolic n-manifold whose ideal

boundary consists of a union of components of MR.

For example if the holonomy group F of a closed conformally flat «-mani-

fold M leaves Sn~x invariant, then either M or its two-fold covering has

special holonomy.

(2.3.2) Proposition. Let M = M+U MRU M_ be the R"~x -decomposition.

Suppose that M is covered by neither S" nor S x Sn~ .

(1) if n > 3 then each component of MR is a iclosed) conformally flat in -

Ifmanifold whose holonomy group does not contain a solvable subgroup

of finite index.
(2) if n = 2, each component ofi MR is homeomorphic to a circle and its

holonomy is generated by a hyperbolic element.
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Proof. If TV is a component of MR, then the developing map for M restricts

one for N; iy/,dev): (nx(N),Ñ) -* (SO(«, 1), Sn~x). Recall that dev is a

homeomorphism of each component of M+ onto H" (cf. Lemma B; see also

(1.1.2)). Moreover since each component of MR sits in the boundary of a

component of M+ , it follows that dev : N —y Sn~ is a homeomorphism onto

its image. In particular N « dev(N)/A where A = y/(nx(N)) is a discrete

subgroup of SO(«, 1).

Suppose A is virtually solvable and « > 3. Since A is discrete, it is a

virtually abelian subgroup of SO(«, 1) and is contained in 0(«),E(«-1)

or 0(« - 1) x R+ up to conjugacy; the limit set L(A) = 0, {oo} or {0, oo}

accordingly. In each case there is a A-invariant complete Riemannian metric on

Sn~x -L(A) (cf. [Ka]). It follows from Lemma B that dev(N) = Sn~x, Sn~x -

{oo} or S"~x - {0, oo} respectively. Also Sn~x - {0, oo} is simply connected

as « > 3 . Since deviÑ) is dense in Sn~x, (1.1.2) implies that deviM) = Sn ,

S" - {oo} or Sn - {0, oo} respectively; thus deviM) = S" - {oo}. Then

M cannot be compact because the holonomy group F leaves invariant Sn~x

and ( 1 ) follows. For n = 2, N is necessarily homeomorphic to a circle. If a

generator A is not hyperbolic then it is either elliptic or parabolic. It follows

as above that deviN) = S or S - {oo} respectively and deviM) = S or

S2 - {oo} respectively. This contradiction proves (2).   D

2.4. Topological classification of closed conformally flat manifolds with positive

dimensional automorphism groups. Denote by Conf(/Y) the group of confromal

automorphisms of a conformally flat manifold N. In this section we prove the

following.

(2.4.1) Theorem. Let M be a closed conformally flat n-manifold. Suppose

that the connected component Conf(Af) of the automorphism group of the uni-

versal cover M is nontrivial. Then M is conformally equivalent to one of the

following manifolds: (i) a spherical space form; (ii) a euclidean space form; (iii)

a hyperbolic space form; (vi) a Riemannian manifold of nonpositive sectional

curvature H"""'xR'/n, n c SO(«- 1, 1) xE(l) ; (v) S" -L(F)/F, L(F) c Sk

(k = 0,...,n-2).

(2.4.2) Corollary. Suppose that M is a closed conformally flat 3-manifold for

which Conf(Af) is nontrivial. Then M is finitely covered by one of the following

manifolds: (1) S3 (2) T3 (3) H3/T (4) Sxx (compact surface ofi genus g>2)

(5) Sx x S2 (6) a connected sum Sx x S2$ ■ ■ ■ $SX x S2.

The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the above results. The proof

proceeds roughly as follows: Let (<p, dev): (Conf(M),M) -> (Conf(Sn), S")

be the developing pair for the conformally flat structure on M. We show that

if the closure 0(Conf(Af)°) is noncompact, then tj>(Conf(M)) leaves invariant

S        (k = 1, ...,«) or a point {oo} in Sn . Then the result follows from
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(2.2.1) for 1 < k < « - 1. On the other hand, by using a couple of lemmas we

can prove that if <j)(Conf(M)) leaves invariant Sn~x or {oo} of 5"" , then M

is a hyperbolic space form or a euclidean space form respectively.

2.5. Lemmas concerning subgroups of Conf (S1"). Let G be a connected sub-
_Q

group of Conf^ ) « SO(« + 1,1).  Denote G   the identity component of

the closure of G in Con^S").  If G   is compact, then up to conjugacy G

is contained in 0(« + 1). If G   has a noncompact radical, it is shown that
—o
G   fixes a point oo or exactly two points {0, oo} in S   (cf. [C-G]). Then it

follows that G° c Sim(Rn) where Rn = Sn - {oo} .

(2.5.1) Lemma. Suppose G is noncompact but has compact radical. Then G =

H-K where K is a compact Lie group and 77 is a Lie subgroup that acts simply

transitively on a totally geodesic subspace H   in H"+1 for 2 < k < « + 1.

Proof. It suffices to check that G does not have a fixed point and L(G) contains

more than two points; the lemma then follows from [C-G, Lemma 4.4.5].  If

G has a fixed point, then G is conjugate to a subgroup of Sim(Rn).  Since
„ _o

Sim(R )  is amenable (and so is any closed connected subgroup),  G    is an

amenable Lie subgroup of Sim(Rn) and thus an extension of a solvable Lie
■—o —o

group by a compact Lie group.   Since G    has compact radical,  G    is itself

compact, contradicting G   being noncompact. If L(G) consists of less than

three points, then either L(G) = <p or G   fixes a point. Since L(G) = L(G),

L(G) = tp implies that G is compact.   D

(2.5.2) Corollary. 7/G is a connected subgroup of Conf'(Sn), then G satisfies

either one of the following:

(1) G is conjugate to a subgroup of Sim(Rn) and G is noncompact.

(2) G has a unique fixed point in H"+1, or a conjugate of G leaves S

fixed for 0<k<n-2.
(3) G acts transitively on Sk~x for 2<k<n + l.

(2.5.3) Definition. If a subgroup of Conf(5") satisfies (1), (2) or (3), then G

is said to be of parabolic, elliptic, or loxodromic type respectively.

2.6. Lemma for parabolic case.

(2.6.1) Lemma. Let N be a simply connected noncompact conformally flat

n-manifold and (tp, dev): (Conf(N), N) -» (Sim(Rn), R") a developing pair.

Suppose there is a closed subgroup G of Conf (N) for which (i) ipiG) contains a

one parameter group of transformations which is mapped onto R+ ; (ii) for each

xeR", the orbit y/iG)x is dense. Then dev: N —y R" is a homeomorphism.

Proof. Consider the exact sequence 1 —► E(«) —► Sim(R") —► R+ —► 1 . Put

77 = E(«) n ip(G°), H' = E(«) n >p(G). We recall that
I. If an element T of Sim(Rn) fixes exactly one point {oo} , then the eigen-

values of T restricted to the hyperbolic plane are one, i.e., T G E(«) (cf. [C-G,
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3.4]). In particular a one parameter group 7?' which is mapped onto R+ is con-

jugate to 0(«) xR+ by an element of R" . It then follows that ip(G°) = 77x7?',

ipiG) = 77x7?'. Since the developing pair is unique up to elements of Sim{Rn),

we may assume that R1 c 0(«) x R+ .

Consider the following exact sequences.

1 -► R"ny/(G) -►    >p(G)    -►    PiviG))    -► 1

1 -►        R"        -► SimiR") —£—* 0(«) x R"+ -► 1

Let F be a connected component of R" n y/{G).

II. Suppose that Fis trivial. We prove that the closure H is compact in

E(«), contradicting (ii). Now A = R"n77 is a discrete subgroup of 77. Then 77

is a covering group posited in the exact sequence: 1 —► A —> H —► p{H) c 0(«).

It is in general true that the connected group p{H) = K x W where K is a

compact group and IF is a vector group (cf. [H, Theorem 2.7, XIII]). Since

nxiK) is finitely generated and A is free abelian, it follows that nx(K) =

nxiH) x A1 where A! « A. If K is a universal covering group of K, then

it follows from the structure theorem [H, Theorem 1.3, XIII] that there is a

splitting K = K'xA' according to itx(K) = %x(H)xA' in which K' = K.' ¡nx{H)

is compact and Ä/Â is a torus T1. Since 77 = K/nx(H) x W, we obtain

(*) H = K' xX xW.

Let 5 be the radical of 77. As <p(G°) = 77 x 7?', ipiG0) normalizes S.

The subgroups 7?', S generate a solvable subgroup (7?', S) in ip(G°). If

we note that 7?' c 0(«) x R+, it follows that p((R', S)) C 0(«) x R+. let

P: 0(«) xR+-t 0(«) be the projection. Then P(p((R', S))) is solvable in

0(h) . The identity component of its closure P(p((R', S)))° is abelian. And so

the commutator P(p[R', S]) = {1} , i.e., p[R', S] c R+ . On the other hand,
since [7?', S] c 77 it follows that p([R', S]) c O(h) and hence p([R', S]) =

{1}. Since the commutator [7?', S] lies in A and A is totally disconnected,

we have that [7?', S] = {1} . We prove that S c 0(«). An element T of 7?'

has the form (0, A • A) in Sim(Rn). Let g = (t, B) in E(n) for an element

g GS. The equality TgT~x = g implies that XAt = t. As \X • At\ = k\t\ and

X / 1, it must be that / = 0 or g g 0(h) . The radial 5 contains A x W. By

(*) we obtain that 77 c K' x O(n). Therefore 77 is compact in E(«).

The fixed point set for 77 is a linear subspace V in R" . If V = R" then

77 = {1} or y/(G°) = R'. viG°) has the origin 0 as a unique fixed point.

Since ipiG0) is normal in y/(G), ip(G)-0 = 0. If dim V < «, ip(G) leaves

V invariant. And so y/(G) • x c V for x G V. In each case it contradicts the

hypothesis (ii).

III. Suppose that V is nontrivial. We prove by induction on dim N. Choose

a euclidean metric on R" so that dev : N —► R" is a local isometry. Since V
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is closed in E(n), so is its inverse \p~x(V) in Iso(N). If L is a connected

component of \p~ (V), then it follows that ip: L —y V is an isomorphism.

The group L is a closed subgroup of Iso(N) without compact factors and thus

L acts properly and freely on TV. We have the following diagram of principal

bundles:

(CAT)      iïA       („(G), R")

I _ 1
(G/L,N/L) í£A iipiG)/V,Rn/V).

When R" = V 0 V    is the orthogonal direct sum, each element of ip(G)

has the following form:

where (a,i)eS¡'m(F), (¿.fiJeSiwif1). As F"1 is identified with R"/K,

the quotient group \p(G)/V acts on V by similarity transformations. There-

fore it induces a representation p: \p(G)/V —y Sim(V±) where its kernel lies

in 0(F). We note that ip(G)/V = tí¡V x 7?' and every orbit of p(ip(G)/V)

is dense in V . Therefore the manifold 7Y/L, equipped with the group G/L,

is a conformally flat manifold for which (pip, dev) is a developing pair sat-

isfying (i), (ii). The induction hypothesis implies that dev: N/L —► Rn/V is

a homemorphism. By the above diagram it follows that dev: N —y Rn is a

homeomorphism.   D

(2.6.2) Corollary. Let N be a simply connected noncompact conformally flat

manifold and (tp, dev): (Conf(N), N) —y (Conf(5"), S") a developing pair.

Suppose that there is a closed subgroup G of Conf (TV) for which (i) ip(G) fixes

a point oo in S" ; (ii) y/(G) contains a one parameter group of transformations

which is mapped onto R+ . Then one of the following is true.

(a) dev : N —yR." is a homeomorphism.

(b) ip(G) leaves invariant a geometric sphere Sm of Sn for 0 < m < n-2.

(c) dev : N —► H" is a homeomorphism.

Proof. Since \p(G) belongs to Sim(Rn), it follows that ip(G°) = 77 x R.' by

Remark I. Let 77 be the identity component of the closure of 77 in E(h) ,

K its maximal compact subgroup and dim H /K = m. If m = « then

77 ¡K = R" and every \p(G) orbit is dense in R" . It follows that dev : N -

dev~x(oo) —yRn is a homeomorphism. If dev~x(oo) ^ 0 then dev: N —<• Sn

is a homeomorphism. As we assumed that N is noncompact, dev : N —> R"

is a homeomorphism. Suppose that m < n - 1. 77 /K is a totally geodesic

«z-subspace in R". Recall that the group \p(G°) = 77 x 7?' belongs to the

group of isometries 7so(Hn+ ) and 77   x 7?' is a transitive group of a totally
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geodesic subspace Hw+ where Hm+ is viewed as the warped product. There-

fore the limit set L(ftp(G)) = L(ip(G0)) = L(ip(G°) ) = Sm. ip(G) leaves

Sm invariant for m < n - 1. If m = n - 1 then 77 • 0 = R"_1 and so

the connected subset y/(G ) • 0 is dense in Sn~ . It follows from (1.1.2) that

dev: N —y H" is a homeomorphism or dev: N —y dev(N) is homeomorphic

where dev(N) is dense in S" . The latter case implies that dev(N) = R" . For

if S" - dev(N) contains more than one point, then L(y/(G)) c S" - dev(N).

Since L(\p(G)) = L(ip(G)) = Sn~x , dev(N) cannot be dense in S" . Thus
dev(N) = Rn.   D

(2.6.3) Proposition. Let M be a closed conformally flat manifold and (ip,

dev): (Conf(M), M) -> (Conf(5"), S") be a developing pair. Suppose that

tp(Conf(M)) fixes a point in oo in S" and >p(Conf(M)0) c E(h) whose closure

ip(Conf(M)°) is noncompact. Then one of the following is true.

(i) the holonomy group y/(nx(M)) has a subgroup of finite index in E(n).

(ii) i//(Conf(A/")) leaves invariant a geometric sphere Sm of Sn for 0 <

m < n - 2.

Proof. Put G = ip(Conf(M)°) and F = ip(nx(M)). Consider the exact se-

quences.
1 -►  A  -►    G    -► h(G) -► 1

-*■ >K ~i-

1   -y R"  -► E(h) ——y 0(h)  -►  1

where A = R n G. Let F be a connected component of A .

Case 1. Suppose that V is trivial. It follows similarly to the proof of II of

(2.6.1) that G = K' x M where K' is a compact group and M is a vecotr

group. If A(G) is the real algebraic closure of G in E(h) then A(G) = Rl xK.

Note that K is a nontrivial compact subgroup and 0 < / < « . For this if / = «

then K is trivial so that M cRn contradicting that V is trivial, and / ^ 0

because G is noncompact. Let W be the fixed point set of K in R". The

set W contains R and dim W < « - 2 since K is a semisimple subgroup

of 0(h) . Since \p(Conf(M)) normalizes A(G), it follows that \p(Conf(M))

normalizes K by maximality. And so ip(Conf(M)) leaves W invariant. If we

note that the union IFu{oo} is a geometric sphere Sm of S" for 0 < m < n-2

then \p(Conf(M)) leaves Sm invariant.

Case 2. Suppose that V is nontrivial (in «/(Conf(Af)). First note that F c

Sim(Rn). Choose a subgroup L of \p~x(V) such that \p: L —► V is an iso-

morphism. If Lmtx(M) is a nontrivial subgroup A then >p(A) c V. The

group A acts properly discontinuously in the orbit Lx for each xgM . Since

dev: Lx —> Vdev(x) is a homeomorphism, ip(A) acts properly discontinu-

ously in the orbit Vdev(x). in particular \p(A) is discrete in Sim(Rn). Recall
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that each element of R+ in Sim(Rn) acts as expansion or contraction of R" .

Since \p(A) is normal in F c Sim(R"), we conclude that F c E(«). Therefore

it suffices to show that A is nontrivial. Put N = M - dev~x(oo). Choose

a euclidean metric on R" so that dev: N —y Rn is a local isometry. Then

L c Iso(N) and by the fact that V c R" , the group L acts as parallel trans-

lations of N with respect to the flat metric. Note that since rLx = Lrx for

r G 7ix(M), each orbit rLx is a totally geodesic subspace of N parallel to the

orbit Lx.

Suppose that A = In nx(M) is trivial.  Then L has a dense orbit in M

because M = M/%X(M) is compact. This implies that

,_ , ., there exists a nontrivial element r G nx (M) such that the orbit

rLx is arbitrarily close to Lx .

And so there exists a nontrivial element r and a geodesic / between x and

rx. We may assume that dev(x) is the origin 0 in R" . The image dev (I)

is a geodesic (straight line) from the origin 0 to ip(r)0 in R" . Let Cr be the

union of geodesic segments {tp(r)'dev(l), i > 0}. For each integer / > 0,

the totally geodesic subspace y/(r)' ■ V0 is mutually parallel and since ip(r) is

conformal (i.e., angle-preserving), it follows that Cr is a straight line segment

starting at the origin. Let <p(r) = (a, k- A) in Sim(Rn). We may assume that

k < 1. As >p(r)0 = a, \p(r) 0 = a + kAa, which implies that Aa = a . It is

now easy to see that Cr has an endpoint pr gR" . Since dev : Lx —> V0 is

a homeomorphism, there exists a tubular neighborhood U of Lx such that

dev: U —y dev(U) is a homeomorphism. By (2.6.4) we can assume that the

endpoint pr is sufficiently close to the orbit V0 and so pr G dev(U). Choose

z G U such that dev(z) = pr and a geodesic a from x to z inside U. Let

C'r be the union of geodesies {//, / > 0} in TV. Since dev maps C'r onto Cr,

C'r is also a geodesic segment starting at x in ^. Note that C'r is invariant

under the element r. Thus both dev (a) and Cr are straight lines with the

same endpoint. This implies that C'r coincides with a as the set. Therefore

we have that lim r'x = z G N. Since C'r is invariant under r, z is a fixed pint

of r. This contradicts the assumption that nx(M) acts freely.   D

2.7. Proof of Theorem 2.4.1. Let M be a closed conformally flat H-manifold

and (\p,dev): (Conf(M), M) -» (Conf(Sn), Sn) a developing pair. Recall

that nx(M) c Conf(M) and Conf(M)   is its identity component.

(2.7.1) Proposition. Suppose that Conf(Af)0 is nontrivial. If ip(Conf(Mf) is

of elliptic type, then M is conformally equivalent to S"-L(F)/F. Moreover (a)

the limit set L(F) is a proper subset of S for 1 < k < n — 2. (b) Conf(M)

is isomorphic to ip(Conf(M) ) = SO(h - k) for which S is the fixed point set.

Proof. >p(Conf(M)) is of elliptic type because it normalizes ip(Conf(M) ). We

then prove that ip(Conf(M)) leaves S fixed for 1 < k < n - 2. By (2.5.2), if

it has a unique fixed point in Hn+ , then tp(Conf(M)) is compact. Since the
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holonomy group F is contained in y/(Conf(M)), it follows that dev : M —► S"

is a homeomorphism and hence </(Conf(Af)) = SO(h + 1, 1). This contradicts

that ((/(Conf(M)) is of elliptic type. Then tp(Conf(M)) cSO(k + l, l)xO(n-

k) for 0 < k < n - 2 and:

,jnys       L(F) is a proper subset of S   if and only if

{ Conf(Sn-L(F))° = SO(n-k).

It follows from (2.2.1) that M is conformally equivalent to Sn - L(F)/F

and so ip(Conf(M)°) = Conf(Sn - L(F))° . 1(F) must be proper by (2.7.2).

In particular the case that k = 0, i.e., L(r) = S° does not occur.   D

(2.7.3) Proposition. Suppose that Conf(Af) is nontrivial. If tp(Conf(M) ) is

ofi loxodromic type, then M is conformally equivalent to one of the following

manifolds: a spherical space form, a hyperbolic space form, a Riemannian man-

ifold of nonpositive sectional curvature H"-1 xR'/h, or a sphere bundle over a

hyperbolic orbifold Hk x S"~k/F (k = 2,..., n-2).

Proof.jp'(Conf\M)°) is transitive on Sk~x for 2 < k < n+1. If k = n+1 then

dev : M —> Sn is a homeomorphism by (1.2.2). Hence M is a spherical space

form Sn/T where nx(M) «Tc 0(h + 1) is a finite group. For 2 < k < n , it

follows that L(ip(Conf(M))) = L(ip(Conf(M)°)) = Sk~x. Since ip(Conf(M))

is of loxodromic type and by (2.7.2), we obtain that L(F) = S ~x . Then the

result follows from (2.2.1) and (2.1.2) for k < n - 1. Finally we have to show

that M is a hyperbolic space form H"/r for k = «. Let L(F) = Sn~x. We

apply (1.1.2) to M or its twofold cover. If dev~x(Sn~x) = 0 then it follows

from (a) that dev : M —► H" is a homeomorphism, i.e., M is a hyperbolic space

form H"/r. Suppose that dev~x(S"~x) ¿0. Then the orbit Conf(M)0 • jc c

dev~x(Sn~x) for each x Gdev~x(Sn'x) and dev(Conf(M)°-x) = Sn~x. This

implies that dev: M —> Sn is a homeomorphism by (b) of (1.1.2) and T is a

finite group contradicting L(F) = Sn~  .   D

(2.7.4) Proposition. Suppose that Conf(Af)0 is nontrivial. If ip(Conf(M)°) is

of parabolic type, then M is conformally equivalent to either a euclidean space

formor Hopf manifold SxxS"~x / F where F is a finite subgroup of 0(2)xO(n).

Proof. Since Conf(A7) is normal in Conf(A7), we may assume that

y/(Conf(M)) fixes oo of Sn. Then either y/(Conf(M) ) is nontrivial in R+

or ip(Conf(M)°) c E(«) each of which satisfies the hypothesis of (2.6.2) or

(2.6.3) respectively. Suppose either ip(nx(M)) c E(«) or dev: M -y Rn is a

homeomorphism (i.e., (i) of (2.6.3), (a) of (2.6.2)). It follows that the holon-

omy group T is discrete and M is a euclidean space form R"/T. In particular

as M is compact, the case (c) that dev : M sa H" does not occur. Suppose

that ip(Conf(M)) leaves Sm invariant for m < n - 2 ((b) of (2.6.2), (ii)

of (2.6.3)). If m = 0, it follows from (2.2.1) that M is a Hopf manifold

S" - S°/F = Sx x Sn~x/F.  It suffices to show that the case 0 < m < n - 2
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does not occur. As the holonomy group F leaves a proper subspace Rm in-

variant, it then follows from (2.2.1) that either F is discrete in Sim(Rn) or

>p(Conf(M)) = SO(« - 1, 1 ) x 0(2). In the former case the Bieberbach group F

cannot leave invariant any proper subspace of R" , while F leaves Rm invari-

ant. In the latter case S0(« - 1, 1) x 0(2) is not amenable. This is impossible

because <p(Conf)(M)) is a closed subgroup of Sim(Rn).   a

(2.7.5) Remark. Let M be a closed conformally flat manifold whose holon-

omy group is amenable, (i.e., it lies in Sim(Rn) up to conjugacy). Then it fol-

lows from the main result of Schoen and Yau [S-Y] that whenever the dimension

of M is greater than or equal to 7, the developing map is not surjective. Fur-

thermore if one assumes Schoen's positive mass theorem (so far not published)

then the condition to their main theorem will be satisfied and consequently the

developing map is not surjective for all dimensions of M. (The author learned

this while he was visiting Keio University.)
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